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Kurt Haendlmayer a regular fisherman on the canal landed this monster pike or as Kurt
prefers to call them “crocodiles that live below the water”. The fish measured 110cm long and
weighed in at 19.5 pounds.
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Welcome to your June 2021 issue of
Double Nine! When the saying “You
can’t teach an old dog new tricks” came
to be, around 1534, the originator hadn’t
really accounted for the year 2020.
Although a difficult year for us all, it was
also a year of discovering new ways of
doing things, particularly online via
Zoom, we are all now finding new ways
of living our daily lives.
Of course we would all like face-to-face
interactions, but we have had to adapt.
Our 2021 AGM  was held for the first
time in PCAS’s 52 year history via the
Zoom app, when over 20 members
participated.
At the time of writing the country is
slowly coming out of its third lockdown.
The PCAS committee is planning a
series of events for later in the year
(subject to Covid19 restrictions at the
time). Boat trips are due to start in late
May for pre-booked party’s only.
Hopefully after June 21st if the Covid
rules are relaxed even further we can
plan our ever popular weekend trips with
a full complement of passengers.
The committee welcomes three new
members to its ranks namely David
Tong, Ed Westerby and Rob Fouracre.

Malcolm Slater,
Editor.

Editorial

Front Cover:   The boat NONSUCH was making the short journey down the
river Derwent to Breighton Ferry on the 21st April 2021.

Rear Cover:  Entering Cottingwith lock on the 22nd April 2021 is
WINDING DOWN. The boat had journeyed to the Pocklington canal from
York.
Images by Malcolm Slater
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BACKGROUND
The year 2018 was an important one for the Pocklington Canal Amenity
Society. It was the 200th anniversary of the original opening of the
Pocklington Canal, and fittingly was marked by the reopening of a two mile
section of the canal between Melbourne and Bielby. This involved work at
Thornton and Walbut Locks, both of which had seen restoration work twenty
years earlier, although neither had been brought back into use.
The funds to undertake the works at these two locks had been raised through
the Society’s successful £200,000 Bicentenary Appeal.

SANDHILL LOCK APPEAL
Following  the reopening of the canal to Bielby, a decision was taken to
launch a further appeal for the restoration of Sandhill Lock. An initial target of
£150,000 was set, but it became evident that this would be insufficient for the
works involved, and the target was raised to £200,000. I am very pleased to
report that this target has been achieved in the last few weeks with an award
of £100,000 from the East Riding of Yorkshire Council’s Commuted Sums
Fund.
The Sandhill Lock Appeal is now closed.

RESTORATION OF SANDHILL LOCK
During the period covered by this report, the Society has been preoccupied
with the planning of the works needed to restore Sandhill Lock, and the
raising of the funds that will be required to carry out the work. The regulations
that now apply concerning health and safety on construction sites, are far
more onerous than anything that the society has encountered in the past.
These regulations also mean that restoration work undertaken by a voluntary
body such as ourselves is much more costly than in the past. It has been
necessary to work closely with the Canal & River Trust at every stage of the
Process, and this has caused many delays and several postponements to the
start of the actual work.

Currently, the Society is still awaiting for CRT to apply for Listed Building
Consent, and this could take some time. However, it is possible that some
preliminary works could start soon. It is anticipated that the works will take
three years.

Chairmans report to the 2021 AGM
This report covers a two year period because no AGM was held in 2020 due to

COVID restrictions
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OTHER ASPECTS OF RESTORATION

Coates Lock which was restored some 20 years ago, has still not been
brought into operation, due to the need for dredging, and the creation of a
winding point above the lock. We understand that CRT has listed this work in
their programme of future dredging, although, no date has been specified. It
seems that CRT is unlikely to fund dredging on the Pocklington Canal in the
near future, so the Society is considering whether it should fund (or part fund)
a limited amount of dredging to bring Coates Lock into use.

ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS

The COVID restrictions have prevented the Society from holding any public
events during the past 15 months. The trip boat, New Horizons, was unable to
do any public trips, although it was possible for one private charter to take
place during 2020. Private charters with restricted numbers of passengers are
about to resume, and it is expected that public trips will resume during the
summer. There were no open days or public meetings during 2020. As a
result, fund raising has been very limited, although the Society did experiment
with Crowd Funding, and this proved successful.

It is expected that the usual programme of events will resume in the Summer,
after the anticipated lifting of the COVID restrictions. A barbecue has been
planned for July and we expect to hold our usual pre-Christmas lunch in
November.

DOUBLE NINE

One thing that has continued as normal is the publication of the Society’s
magazine, Double Nine, three times a year. This has enabled our membership
to be kept informed of what is going on behind the scenes.

MEMBERSHIP

The lack of events and the absence of public boat trips has had a small
impact on our membership numbers. However, we still have more than three
hundred members, which is not much different from the membership when I
became Chairman 40 years ago.  It seems that interest in restoring the
Pocklington Canal has remained fairly constant amongst the general public
throughout this period.
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COMMITTEE

During the period of the COVID restrictions, the committee has met through
the medium of Zoom. This has proved satisfactory, and all necessary
business has been carried out without too much difficulty.

I would like to express my gratitude to all committee members, but especially
to Graham Ball, Bob Ellis and John Lewis who are retiring. All have made a
very significant contribution to the running of the society over a period of
many years, and no, doubt, will continue to do so into the future in different
ways. I would also like to mention Sue Dickins who has been undertaking the
double role of Secretary and Treasurer. Although retiring as Treasurer Sue
will be continuing as Secretary.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

When the restoration of Sandhill Lock is completed, perhaps in three year’s
time, there will still be work required at Giles, Silburn and Top Locks, as well
as further dredging. Clearly, the project that was started with the foundation of
the Society in 1969, still has some way to go.
Paul Waddington PCAS Chairman

Tim Charlson with the giant cheque awarded to PCAS by the East Riding of Yorkshire
County Council on the 4th May.
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Annual General Meeting of the
Pocklington Canal Amenity Society

Held by Zoom on Wednesday 12th May 2021

Welcome and Introduction

The Chairman welcomed members of the Society. The AGM hadn’t been held
in 2020 due to the coronavirus situation and it had been decided to hold the
AGM by Zoom. The Chairman thanked Alistair Anderson for making the
arrangements to hold the AGM and was pleased to see one or two new faces.

Present
Twenty nine members were present and the meeting was therefore declared
quorate.

Apologies
There were no apologies.

Minutes of the 2019 Annual General Meeting
There were no minutes for 2020 as the AGM hadn’t been held but the minutes
of the 2019 AGM had previously been published in Double Nine. Acceptance
of those Minutes was approved unanimously.

Matters Arising
There were no matters arising.

Chairman’s Report
The Chairman reported that the Sandhill Appeal had reached £200,000 in two
years. A grant of £100,000 has been awarded from East Riding of Yorkshire
Council’s Commuted Sums Fund. Therefore it has been decided to close the
Sandhill appeal.

Works at Sandhill have not yet started; we are waiting for CRT to apply for
Listed Building Consent. However we have appointed consultants to take care
of the H&S requirements and hope to get some dredging done. There have
been no events in 2020/2021 but there are two planned- a BBQ in July and
the Annual Lunch in November.

Thanks were given to the retiring committee members- Bob Ellis, John Lewis
and Graham Ball - for their contribution to PCAS over the years.
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Presentation of the 2018 Accounts
As there was no AGM in 2020, copies of the accounts for 2019 and 2020 had
been circulated to members. There had been very little activity in 2020.
Acceptance of the accounts was approved unanimously.

Although we have been awarded a grant  of £100,000 towards the restoration
of Sandhill Lock, we haven’t received the money yet. It was explained that the
money can’t be released until all the houses have been sold and the money
passed over to the East Riding of Yorkshire fund. There are no constraints on
the money and we have stipulated that the work should take approximately
three years. The Chairman pointed out that if the developers went bankrupt,
We might not get anything. Under the terms of the grant, we have to spend
the money and then claim it back, so really we shouldn’t be spending any
money until we know it is there for us to claim.

A press release has already been sent to the local paper, East Riding will be
dealing with publicity. The Chairman has reported the grant to CRT, who have
been sceptical as to whether we would have the money for the Sandhill
restoration.

Sandhill Lock Appeal
This has been closed now and there has been some debate about opening a
dredging appeal. CRT have a programme for dredging but it could be 3-5
years before the Pocklington Canal has the work done. Perhaps if we
contributed, it might be done sooner. It was asked if Natural England might be
interested in helping, that is something that could be raised in future.

Election of Chairman
Paul Waddington was the sole nominee for the Chairmanship and was duly
re-elected.

Election of the Committee
All members of the committee were due for re-election this year. Three were
standing down - Bob Ellis, John Lewis and Graham Ball. David Tong, Ed
Westerby and Rob Fouracre were standing to replace them. Steve Ashby had
been co-opted onto the committee in 2019 and was standing for election. The
rest of the  committee; Roger Bromley, Tim Charlson, Debbie Smith, Richard
Harker, John Dickens, Malcolm Slater, Alistair Anderson & Sue Dickens had
all indicated their willingness to continue on the committee. All were elected
unanimously.
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Appointment of Independent Financial Examiner
Tony Farmer had indicated his willingness to continue and was duly
reappointed.

Any other business
Alistair Anderson said that there had been problems with the website and he’d
been looking at the possibility of a new website. He’d been in discussions with
two different builders for ideas on the costs of a new website.

Steve Ashby reported that trips will be starting from 17th May for up to six
people from two households only. There are already some trips booked. We
will look again after 21st June to see if the criteria has changed and we can
run more trips.

There being no other business the meeting closed at 8.00pm.

Coming Events

   Our Annual Dinner at The Oaks, Aughton YO42 4PW,
   will take place on Sunday 28th November at 12.30pm.
   Please contact Debbie Smith with your booking. dejaysmith@btinternet.com

 Pre-Booked Boat trips resumed on the
 30th May

Canal trips for pre-booked party’s resumed on the
30th May. New Horizons journeyed down the canal
to Gardham Lock. However the return journey came
to an abrupt end when bridge six became stuck in
the semi closed position. Thankfully CRT were on
the scene within the hour and managed to open the
bridge to let our boat through. The bridge remained
closed for the rest of the weekend and because of
this a second trip booked for the holiday Monday
had to be cancelled.

Donations
The Chairman & Committee wish to thank everyone who has given donations to PCAS
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Shortly after the last report, unfortunately, travel & group restrictions became
more stringent and although we managed a few “tidy up” jobs, nothing much
was achieved for the whole of November through to February.

A few “single person” meetings were arranged with scaffolding contractors, to
obtain quotes for the Sandhill lock refurbishment and we did fit in giving the
welfare unit its final paint and prepare the generator & domestic water
systems for winter.

We were able to resume “socially distanced” group working at the beginning
of March and began to catch up with tidying up picnic benches & seats,
fences etc, particularly at Canal Head and making up the increasing number
of collapsed sections of towpath which had been building up over the winter.

We received an request from a dredging/weed clearing contractor in the
midlands, to exchange our weed cutting boat for a different make, which after
due consideration and a couple of reciprocal meetings decided upon. This
exchange eventually took place  in mid April and we are now “getting used” to
the new vessel.

Working Party Report

Below Left: A working party member checking the oak tree planted by PCAS
BelowRight: Painting and applying timber treatment & general maintenance.



Above: The damaged section of towpath between bridges five and six.

Below: PCAS working party volunteers alongside CRT staff, repairing the
damage on the 4th May.

9
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Following a major breach on the Aire & Calder near Snaith, the whole canal
system was closed to both leisure and commercial craft due to a lack of water
and is was not expected to reopen until the Summer. In order to try to
maintain water levels in Goole docks, water has been pumped over the
breach. The port authority has put some restrictions on pleasure boat use of
the locks into the Ouse to cut down on water use.
The Pocklington Canal has not been affected by this shut down of the canal
network.
New Horizons was finally able to leave Goole journeying to Barmby on the
Marsh on the 19th April. Completing the last leg of its journey back to
Melbourne on the 22nd. Thanks to every one involved and to those who
helped with the less enjoyable task of cleaning and other work in the
expectation that we will be able to run trips this year.

We are now taking bookings for a maximum of six people from one or two
households and several groups have already booked trips to Gardham Lock
with us.
Once coronavirus regulations permit we will be able to resume our popular
short trips on Sundays and bank holidays and to carry larger groups on
booked trips.
We are determined to run boat trips in 2021 if it is safe for our passengers
and crew. Information will be posted on our website and Facebook page.
Stay Safe

New Horizons returns to the canal
Due to a breach on the Aire & Calder on the 20th December and the complete closure of the
canal system, we were not able to retrieve our boat our trip boat New Horizons until the 22nd
April 2021.

Below: New Horizons pictured near Hagg Bridge on its return to the canal on
the 22nd April.
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Specification of the new PCAS
machine.

Conver C480H weed cutter boat
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As reported elsewhere in this issue PCAS now has a new weed cutter/gatherer boat.
Our old machine Sheila Nix has now left Melbourne and in a straight exchange we
now have a Conver C480H machine. Our new boat is specially designed for removing
plant growth and improving the flow profile of waterways.
It has a front T- cutter bar which can rotate left or right and also be extended outwards.
The cutter head will cut up to 2 metres below the water, and also tilts left or right.  Our
new boat is the twin screw multifunction model suitable for both rivers and canals.

21

3

4

Picture 1:  The T-cutter head.

Picture 2: Cutter head tilted to
the right.

Picture 3: Weed gathering
rakes.

Picture 4: The controls.

Year: 2005??Model:   C480H

Type: Multifunction
Weed Cutter-Gatherer.
Twin screw.
River and Estuary model.

Dimensions (approx):
6 metres x 1.85 metres,
weight (without trailer) 1800kg.

Engine: Mitsubishi 4 cylinder
2500cc Diesel.

Cutter Head: 180º slewing.
Rotates Left and Right to cut
bank side vegetation.

Includes: Reed and Plankton
pickup baskets.

Manufacturers extras:
Transport Trailer.

Maker:     Conver Work Boats
                Giessen. Netherlands.
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 Above: The new PCAS weed cutting/gatherer boat is lowered into the
Melbourne Arm for the first time on the 13th April.
Below: Richard gets to grips with the controls on the PCAS new boat in this
profile view of the “Conver C480H”.

Conver C480H weed cutter boat



At last, spring arrives along the
Pocklington Canal

This year, spring arrived with less of a flourish and more of a series of
stutters.
Winter seemed to hang on in the east of the country with frosts continuing
through April and as I write in early May, are still making the occasional
appearance. Despite the freezing nights, daytime temperatures during mid
April rose and provided some bright sunny days. According to the Met Office,
overall the month was unusually cold, dry and sunny.

March saw a clear-out of winter wildfowl from the Nature Reserve as large
numbers of Whooper Swans used the area as a staging post en-route to their
breeding grounds in Iceland. Between the 19th and 27th a record of 1,682
individuals were recorded on passage - over 250 of these rested up to feed
on the Melbourne & Thornton Ings end of the reserve.

With the winter visitors heeding the call to head north, the first returning
summer migrants began to arrive. A Chiffchaff singing on the 3rd March was
followed by a Sand Martin on the 10th, with a trickle of others making
appearances; Wheatear on their way to the north Pennines, and an overflying
Osprey to the lochs of Scotland.

Despite heartening displays of daffodils and doughty primroses, the unfurling
foliage seems to be retarded this year, with Blackthorn struggling to provide
the showy curtain of vivid white blossom to the same extent of the last few
years. It has also been hampered by the extended frosts and subsequent dry
spell, cutting the blooming period short. However, things are slowly returning
with singing Sedge and Reed Warblers staking their territorial claims along
the canal and in the reeds at Thornton Lock. Whitethroats are busy amongst
the crab apple blossom making song flight sorties to attract arriving females,
whilst Long Tailed Tits fly back and forth with beaks of feather and moss to
furnish their domed nest.

Cuckoos are heard again, this year arriving a week late. The appearance of
females now means that courtship chasing is in full swing as they career after
each other between the trees. Swallows and House Martins are still awaited,
as yet only singles have made a fleeting entrance, and as the old adage goes
“one Swallow does not make a summer”. So, until their arrival in numbers, we
must hold our breath for the return of warmth, sunshine and natures gift of
summer.

Neil Cooper, Bird Recorder for Melbourne & Thornton Ings NR
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The Pocklington Boat Cub organised their first boat rally in 1976.
The event took place at Hagg bridge over the weekend of the 22nd/23rd May 1976.

Hagg Bridge Boat Rally 1976

Twenty - six boats attended this first rally organised by the Pocklington Canal
Boat Club. In the past rallies had been run by the society with boaters lending
a hand (hands in fact). In 1976 the club took over. The boats were judged by
Mr Pyrah and Mr Turner from BWB. They looked at safety equipment,
paintwork, décor at the event, cleanliness below deck, state of the engine,
tidiness of ropes, name on view and licence on view. The winners were: 1st
Mr Kerr’s “Valhalla” with 89 out of 95 points. 2nd Mr Brown’s “Timsah” with
85 points. 3rd Mr Precious's “Heron” with 83 points.
There were several runners up.
The weekend also included a boat handling competition, tug of war between
boats, best decorated boat, a treasure hunt in dinghies  and canoe races.
On the Saturday there was a barbeque alongside stalls, tombola and fancy
dress.The IWA and PCAS also had displays.
Altogether an enjoyable and successful weekend!



 Hagg Bridge Boat Rally 1976

Participant Peter Cooke recalls the event: “My wife and I were lucky enough to win
the boat handling competition in our Dolphin 20 (below left), a twenty foot long
marine ply cruiser with a “Z” drive. I mention the Z-drive as I’m sure this is
only reason that we won, it gave such manoeuvrability in the timed
competition. We were the last entrant and the light was fading during our run.
Tables and chairs were set out on the bank side for an evening chin wag. We
were shocked when the tannoy announced our win. We were presented with
our prizes, two sturdy mooring pins and a windlass (below right), a windlass
that was used up to 2020 when we sold our narrow boat. We stayed on the
canal until July mooring just above Cottingwith lock.
We then cruised down to IWA rally at Peterborough”.
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Canal & River Trust News
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Above: The Canal & River Trust finished work at bridge six in late April.
New signs in order to stop vehicles accessing the canal side have  been
erected at most of the roads that lead down to the canal.
More bollards and signs have been installed at Canal Head, unfortunately
restricting the number of cars that can now park there.

Melbourne Canal Head



Canal & River Trust News

Above left: CRT Contractors mowing the towpath between Gardham Lock and
Hagg Bridge on the 27th April. Above right:  Bagged material for the bank repairs
were loaded onto THORNE in the Melbourne Arm on the 29th April.
Below: The CRT workboat THORNE delivering materials in readiness for the
towpath repairs between bridges six & seven on the 30th April.

19
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PCAS Annual Lunch 2021

dejaysmith@btinternet.com



Hagg Bridge - opens at last!

After months of delays Hagg Bridge finally reopened in March.Traffic lights
have now been installed in order to control the flow of traffic over the bridge.
It is fair to say that this grade II listed bridge has lost a lot of its old-world
charm during the rebuild.

21



Compiled by Malcolm Slater
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In this issue we look back at two of the weed cutter boats that PCAS has
owned in the past.

Above: This strange boat has featured in a past edition of D9. Acquired by
PCAS it was restored at Mr Terry’s farm in Melbourne by Val & Gordon
Barron along with Raymond O’ Kelly. The weed cutter was built around 1947,
although no maker was ever identified. The general opinion is that the boat
was never really successful and it was broken up at Canal Head.
Below: The flotation tanks folded up to making transportation by road easier.
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This page: The vintage weed cutting boat at work on the canal. Just how it
operated or indeed picked up the cut weeds remains a mystery to the editor.
It would seem that a two man crew was needed to operate the boat. If any
members can add any more info or have photographs of this boat please contact the
editor.
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Above: Photographed from the Melbourne Arm, this is one of the few pictures
that we have of the weed boat whilst it was still in British Waterways
ownership. The boat was built by Aquatractors of Crewcerne and is their MK1
model. PCAS was able to purchase the boat in 2013 for £5 + VAT.
Below: After purchase the boat was moved to Allerthorpe. Over 400 man hours
was needed to overhaul the weed cutter at a cost estimated at around £3,000
excluding the labour. The boat returned to the water at Storwood on the
8th June 2014.
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Above: Now named Sheila Nix (Secretary of PCAS for over 40 years), the boat
is seen weed cutting at Walbut Bridge on the 1st September 2020.
Below: The Sheila Nix discharges the cut weed onto the offside bank in July
2018.
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Above: The Sheila Nix now in work boat mode, passing through Thornton lock.
Below: The old PCAS boat was loaded onto the lorry and leaves Melbourne
and the canal for the last time, heading for its new owners.
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 PCAS sales

Remember every purchase generates income for PCAS restoration funds.

Key Rings
Two designs to choose from.
Design No1 features New
Horizons on one side and on the
other the PCAS logo. Design No2
features Thornton bridge and on
the other side is a scene from the
canal.

50p each

Ballpoint Pen 50p

A pictorial history of the restoration of Pocklington Canal

We are pleased to announce our first major
publication to detail the achievements over a
period of 52 years of the Society’s
involvement in the canal’s restoration.
Published in A4 size format, and containing
over 100 pages,it is lavishly illustrated with
more than 200 photographs and captions
featuring all the canals locks and structures
and the work done by both British Waterways
(now Canal & River Trust) and PCAS in
transforming this once much neglected canal
into the thriving leisure waterway that it is
today.
Available in late July/August 2021.
Check the PCAS website or Facebook page
for further details.

Cover used is temporary and
may be changed on publication



PCAS Sales

Pin Badge £3

Canal Head Cards £1

Fridge Magnets £3

Canal Guide £5

PCAS Mugs
Five Designs Available.

£4 each

Pens 50p

Please Note:
Postage and packing to be added to all postal orders.
For details please contact the sales officer,
Tim Charlson 07926 910717 email: tcharlson58@gmail.com
All the above merchandise and selected pre-owned books are available
from the Canal Head Information Centre.
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Brass Plaques. Head of Navigation.
50th Anniversary. Bicentenary 1818 - 2018.

                   £7 each



PCAS Committee

The Pocklington Canal Amenity Society

Registered Charity 500637
www.pocklingtoncanalsociety.org

Patrons: The Earl of Halifax Neil Edwards

Chairman:
Paul Waddington Church House, Main Street, Hemingborough, Selby YO8 6QE

01757 638027 paul@gooleboathouse.co.uk

Vice Chairman:
Tim Charlson  62 Hunters Way, York.YO24 1JJ

07926 910717 tcharlson58@gmail.com

Secretary: Steve Ashby 01904 489593   07955 245193   Stevejashby@gmail.com

Treasurer: Sue Dickins           22 Nutkins Way, Chesham, Bucks. HP5 2BE.
01494 784571 07970 875939 pcas.treas@gmail.com

Membership:
Roger Bromley 40 The Dales, Castle Park Cottingham HU16 5JS.

01482 845099 07758 572271 roger@roger.karoo.co.uk

Trip Boat and Website Manager
Alistair J. Anderson 14 George Lane, Walkington, Beverley HU17 8XX.

01482 801825 alistair.anderson@pcas.karoo.co.uk

Trip Boat Booking & Crewing Manager:
Steve Ashby 01904 489593 07955 245193

Stevejashby@gmail.com

Fundraising & Merchandising:
Tim Charlson 62 Hunters Way, York YO24 1JJ

07926 910717
tcharlson58@gmail.com

Events Coordinator & Social Media:
Debbie Smith 14 Kilnwick Garth, Pocklington, York YO42 2RQ.

01759 306070 dejaysmith@btinternet.com

Working Party Organiser:
Richard Harker 07702 741211 richard.rhph@talktalk.net

Double Nine Magazine Editor:
Malcolm Slater 07932 535665 malcslater879@gmail.com

Other Committee Members: John Dickins, Rob Fouracre, David Tong & Ed Westerby

New Horizons trip boat Bookings & Enquiries: book.newhorizons@gmail.com
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